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January 2nd 2013

Ole P. Sorensen

40 Green Valley Rd.

Asheville NC 28806

To: Nuclear Regulatory Commission

11555 Rockville Pike

Rockville, MD

Ref: Docket ID NRC-2012-0246

Oh-Dearest Commission:

I hope to get your attention for a few un-deniably ever-so-critically panic stricken moments. The

nuclear Waste Management Denial (henceforth referred to as WMD) that is haunting this planet and

especially the lawmakers of this country has twisted my heart into a very painful knot that is threatening

my very human soul and shaking me to the core. I repeatedly have to catch myself from not abandoning

my faith in the human race and its capacity for making the right decisions for a peaceful and healthy

future for all.

I realize that denial is a very complicated situation that sounds simpler to overcome than it actually is.

Denial is something that we typically cannot work though on our own because of all the emotional

turmoil that stands in the way of seeing it clearly. But my confidence decision is based on the hope that

one day in the VERY NEAR future we will find a way to deposit this denial in safe place where we will

never have to face its ugly face again!

So based on the fact that I'm not a close friend or clergy, but a very concerned citizen and supporter of

a healthy future for all of us, I offer my unabridged assistance when you need it the most. This wacky

issue surrounding the nuclear waste and its safe management must be looked at square on and with

only your heart as the determining factor. Any practical approach suggesting future use of waste as

another fuel source is utterly ludicrous and the idea that we one day will have a perfect solution to an

impossible situation is just as improbable. The time has come to look deep inside your human core and

ask what to do. This is not a matter of technical mumbo jumbo or political wrangling, but a dire need for

a decision that is connected to the future generations that we have a great responsibility for. It is time to

stand strong and to be courageous and realize that this nuclear train left the station and we have let it

run to fast and too long for too many years and somebody (hint-hint!) will have to muster the will and



the power to stop this train dead in its tracks and bring an end to this madness. A commission as yours

was created by the government for the benefit of the people (the many) and not the industry (the few)

and it is time to realize that the many will eventually convince the few of their erroneous ways and

accomplice what is needed for our survival.

I implore you to stand up to the greedy and power hungry nuclear industry and make this the biggest

turn around in human history and leave this nuclear folly a thing of the past and the solution a proud

story for the future history books.

Yours respectfully, kindly, deploringly, desperately and kindly

Ole P. Sorensen (Father, Earth lover, visionary and human supporter.)


